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Nothing makes a parent more proud
than seeing their children work hard and
succeed . Stephanie earned her MS in
Speech Pathology and has several job
offers. Mary Kate earned her BS in Health
Sciences and will start University of
Medicine and Dentistry of NJ in the Fall.
Justin survived his first year of urology
residency. Jack successfully balanced
Navy ROTC, engineering (and surfing) at
University of San Diego while Julia and
Maggie had great school years.
Parents have a tough job. We are
educators, drivers, medics, maids,
theologians, therapists and ATM machines.
True, but every grandparent we know will
say the same thing - " every gray hair was
worth it" .
We have the privilege of working with many
grandparents. Inside we'll explore the
impact of low interest rates and other
retirement topics.
Thank you for allowing us to serve you,
John and Dan.
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Saved (?) by the Fed

Searching for Yield in All the Wrong Places

You have done everything right - educated
your children, paid off your house, and
managed to save for retirement. You planned to
invest your nest egg in uber-safe investments
like CDs. It wasn't too long ago that money
market funds were paying 4%.

Consequently, investors are seeking higher
yields in dangerous places . In the
ethically-challenged financial industry, we fear
that advisors will happily peddle riskier
investments with a promise of higher yield structured notes, annuities, junk bonds, REIT's,
etc.

But your plan has been upended by the Federal
Reserve Bank. We have a lot of respect for the
Fed. They rescued our economy from the
abyss in 2008 and have since kept the patient
on a slow recovery.
The Fed has done all the heavy lifting alone
with virtually no help from our dysfunctional
political leaders. Even if you don't agree with
their actions, you have to admire their "stay the
course" grit.
But their actions - artificially low interest rates have come at a great cost, a real human
cost. And the specter of inflation lurks on the
horizon as a result of $3.2 trillion of printed
money.

These investments are not intrinsically evil and
they may have a place in your portfolio. The
problem is when investors overdose on risky
high yield investments without understanding
the risks.
What to do?
So what to do? First, accept that we're in a
low rate environment and there is no SAFE
investment that is going to provide a
guaranteed 5% yield. Like it or not, our
investment expectations must be tempered.

Next, we believe that giving up some yield is
a small price to pay to buy some safety.
Interest rates will eventually increase causing
Thanks Granny!
today's high yield stars to crash land. We
remain overweight in short term bond funds and
This is " generational theft" . Older Americans short term inflation protected securities. In
are subsidizing the economy for the benefit of
addition to providing some safety against rising
younger Americans. Buying a house? Think of interest rates, these investments should be able
your 3% mortgage as a direct subsidy from
to take advantage of higher rates and increase
grandmom!
their payouts.
So while borrowers enjoy the lowest interest
rates of a lifetime, investors - especially retirees
- are stuck with 5 year CDs paying 1.5%. Heck,
you need a microscope to find any interest
in your money market fund!

Finally, all of our client portfolios contain
diversified investments including
dividend-paying stocks and preferred securities.
Stay in touch with our client family by
visiting www.quakerwm.com where you'll
find lots of great information and a
Summer recipe from Nancy.
Thank you for allowing us to serve you,
John and Dan.

What are health Exchanges and do I have
to buy health insurance through them?
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Coordinating Social Security Benefits with Other Retirement Assets

Special rules for
government pensions
If your pension is from a job
where you did not pay Social
Security taxes (such as certain
government jobs), two special
provisions may apply. If you're
entitled to receive a
government pension as well as
Social Security spousal
retirement or survivor's benefits
based on your spouse's (or
former spouse's) earnings, the
government pension offset
(GPO) may apply. Under this
provision, your spousal or
survivor's benefit may be
reduced by two-thirds of your
government pension (some
exceptions apply).
The windfall elimination
provision (WEP) affects how
your Social Security retirement
or disability benefit is figured if
you receive a pension from
work not covered by Social
Security. The formula used to
figure your benefit is modified,
resulting in a lower Social
Security benefit.

Social Security provides retirement income you
can't outlive. And, in addition to your own
benefit, your spouse may be eligible to receive
benefits based on your earnings record in the
form of spousal benefits and survivor's benefits.
So, it's easy to see why, with all of these
potential benefit options, Social Security is an
important source of retirement income. But,
according to the Social Security Administration,
only about 40% of an average worker's
preretirement income is replaced by Social
Security (Source: SSA Publication No.
05-10035, July 2012). When trying to figure out
how you'll meet your retirement income needs,
you'll probably have to coordinate your Social
Security benefits with other retirement income
sources such as pensions, qualified retirement
accounts (e.g., 401(k), IRA), and other personal
savings.

Factors to consider
How you incorporate Social Security benefits
into your total retirement income plan may
depend on a number of factors, including
whether you're married, your health and life
expectancy, whether you (or your spouse) will
work during retirement, the amount of your
Social Security benefit (and that of your
spouse, if applicable), other sources of
retirement income (e.g., pension), how much
retirement savings you have, and, of course,
your retirement income needs of you and your
spouse, including the income need of your
spouse after your death.

reliable source of income. You'll want to be sure
that you effectively coordinate your Social
Security benefit with pension income. Your
pension may increase in value based on your
age and years of employment, but it may not
include cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs). As
mentioned earlier, Social Security not only
increases the longer you delay taking benefits,
but it may increase with COLAs.
If your pension benefit increases past the age
at which you retire, you might consider waiting
to take your pension (either single or joint and
survivor with your spouse) in order to maximize
your pension benefit amount. Depending on
your income needs, you could start Social
Security benefits earlier to provide income. Or,
if you've already reached your maximum
pension benefit, you could start your pension
first, and defer Social Security in order to
receive an increased monthly benefit later. Your
decision depends on your individual situation,
including your pension benefit amount and
whether it increases in value after you retire,
and the pension options that are available to
you (e.g., single life, qualified joint and
survivor). You can get an explanation of your
pension options prior to retirement from your
pension plan, including the relative values of
any optional forms of benefit available to you.

Personal savings

Prior to retirement, when it came to personal
savings, your focus was probably on
accumulation--building as large a nest egg as
A factor to consider is that Social Security has a possible. As you transition into retirement, that
"built-in" protection against longevity risk.
focus changes. Rather than concentrating on
Benefits increase each year you delay starting accumulation, you're going to need to look at
benefits through age 69 (benefits do not
your personal savings in terms of distribution
increase past age 70), so the later you start
and income potential. Your savings potentially
receiving benefits, the greater the benefit
can provide a source of income to help you
amount. In addition, Social Security benefits are bridge any gap between the time you begin
inflation-protected, and may increase with
retirement (if you've stopped working) and the
annual cost-of-living adjustments based on
time you wait to begin taking Social Security
increases in the Consumer Price Index.
benefits.
How much you may pay in income tax may also
factor into your retirement income plan. For
example, distributions from tax-qualified
accounts (e.g., 401(k)s, IRAs, but not including
Roth IRAs) are generally taxed as ordinary
income. Up to 85% of your Social Security
benefits may also be taxed, depending on your
modified adjusted gross income and tax filing
status. Tax issues are complex, so you should
talk to a tax advisor to understand your options
and the tax consequences.

Pensions
If you're lucky enough to have a traditional
employer pension available, that's another

One option you might consider, depending on
the amount of retirement savings you have and
your income needs, is taking some of your
savings and purchasing an immediate annuity,
which will provide a guaranteed (based on the
claims-paying ability of the annuity issuer)
income stream. In this way, your remaining
savings may have a chance to increase in
value, while delaying Social Security benefits
increases your annual benefit as well.
Incorporating Social Security into your
retirement income plan involves several other
important factors. Talk to your financial
professional for help in developing the best plan
for you.
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Four Retirement Saving Myths
No matter how many years you are from
retirement, it's essential to have some kind of
game plan in place for financing it. With today's
longer life expectancies, retirement can last 25
years or more, and counting on Social Security
or a company pension to cover all your
retirement income needs isn't a strategy you
really want to rely on. As you put a plan
together, watch out for these common myths.

Myth No. 1: I can postpone saving now
and make it up later
At every stage of your life,
there will be competing
financial needs. Don't make
the mistake of thinking it
will be easier to save for
retirement in just a few
years. It won't.

Before investing in a mutual
fund, consider its
investment objectives, risks,
charges, and expenses,
which can be found in the
prospectus available from
the fund. Read it carefully
before investing.

Reality: This is very hard to do. If you wait
until--fill in the blank--you buy a new car, the
kids are in college, you've paid off your own
student loans, your business is off the ground,
or you've remodeled your kitchen, you might
never have the money to save for retirement.
Bottom line--at every stage of your life, there
will be competing financial needs. Don't make
the mistake of thinking it will be easier to save
for retirement in just a few years. It won't.

a more conservative asset mix as you approach
retirement and the fund's target date--are
appealing to retirement investors because the
fund assumes the job of reallocating the asset
mix over time. But these funds can vary quite a
bit. Even funds with the same target date can
vary in their exposure to stocks.
If you decide to invest in a retirement target
date fund, make sure you understand the fund's
"glide path," which refers to how the asset
allocation will change over time, including when
it turns the most conservative. You should also
compare fees among similar target date funds.

Myth No. 3: I should invest primarily in
bonds rather than stocks as I get older

Reality: Not necessarily. A common guideline is
to subtract your age from 100 to determine the
percentage of stocks you should have in your
portfolio, with the remainder in bonds and cash
alternatives. But this strategy may need some
updating for two reasons. One, with more
Consider this: A 25 year old who saves $400
retirements lasting 25 years or longer, your
per month for retirement until age 65 in a
savings could be threatened by years of
tax-deferred account earning 4% a year would inflation. Though inflation is relatively low right
have $472,785 by age 65. By comparison, a 35 now, it's possible that it may get worse in
year old would have $277,620 by age 65, a 45 coming years, and historically, stocks have had
year old would have $146,710, and a 55 year
a better chance than bonds of beating inflation
old would have $58,900.
over the long term (though keep in mind that
Note: This is a hypothetical example and is not past performance is no guarantee of future
results). And two, because interest rates are
intended to reflect the actual performance of
bound to rise eventually, bond prices could be
any specific investment.
threatened since they tend to move in the
Why such a difference? Compounding.
opposite direction from interest rates.
Compounding is the process by which earnings
Myth No. 4: I will need much less
are reinvested back into a portfolio, and those
income in retirement
earnings may themselves earn returns, then
those returns may earn returns, and so on. The Reality: Maybe, but it might be a mistake to
key is to allow enough time for compounding to count on it. In fact, in the early years of
go to work--thus the importance of starting to
retirement, you may find that you spend just as
save early.
much money, or maybe more, than when you
Now, is it likely that a 25 year old will be able to were working, especially if you are still paying a
mortgage and possibly other loans like auto or
save for retirement month after month for 40
college-related loans.
straight years? Probably not. There are times
when saving for retirement will likely need to
Even if you pay off your mortgage and other
take a back seat--for example, if you're
loans, you'll still be on the hook for utilities,
between jobs, at home caring for children, or
property maintenance and insurance, property
amassing funds for a down payment on a
taxes, federal (and maybe state) income taxes,
home. However, by starting to save for
and other insurance costs, along with food,
retirement early, not only do you put yourself in transportation, and miscellaneous personal
the best possible position to take advantage of items. Wild card expenses during
compounding, but you get into the retirement
retirement--meaning they can vary dramatically
mindset, which hopefully makes you more likely from person to person--include travel/leisure
to resume contributions as soon as you can.
costs, health-care costs, financial help for adult
children, and expenses related to
Myth No. 2: A retirement target date
grandchildren. Because spending habits in
fund puts me on investment autopilot
retirement can vary widely, it's a good idea as
Reality: Not necessarily. Retirement target date you approach retirement to analyze what
mutual funds--funds that automatically adjust to expenses you expect to have when you retire.
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What are health Exchanges and do I have to buy health
insurance through them?
A health insurance Exchange
is essentially a one-stop health
insurance marketplace.
Exchanges are not issuers of
health insurance. Rather, they contract with
insurance companies who then make their
insurance coverage available for examination
and purchase through the Exchange. In
essence, Exchanges are designed to bring
buyers and sellers of health insurance together,
with the goal of increasing access to affordable
coverage.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
does not require that anyone buy coverage
through an Exchange. However, beginning in
2014, each state will have one Exchange for
individuals and one for small businesses (or
they may combine them). States have the
option of running their own state-based
Exchange or partnering with the federal
government to operate a federally facilitated
Exchange. States not making a choice default
to a federally run Exchange.
Through an Exchange, you can compare
private health plans based on coverage
options, deductibles, and cost; get direct

answers to questions about coverage options
and eligibility for tax credits, cost-sharing
reductions, or subsidies; and obtain information
on a provider's claims payment policies and
practices, denied claims history, and payment
policy for out-of-network benefits.
Policies sold through an Exchange must meet
certain requirements. Exchange policies can't
impose lifetime limits on the dollar value of
coverage, nor may plans place annual limits on
the dollar value of coverage. Insurance must
also be "guaranteed renewable" and can only
be cancelled in cases of fraud. And Exchanges
can only offer qualified health plans that cover
essential benefits.
In order to be eligible to participate in an
individual Exchange:
• You must be a U.S. citizen, national, or
noncitizen lawfully present in the United
States
• You cannot be incarcerated
• You must meet applicable state residency
standards
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